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Capturing the legend of this amazing Marvel Comics superhero, Hulk: The Incredible Guide traces

the Hulk's 40year career, with special emphasis on the latest developments and characters. Each

chapter deals with a different decade of the Hulk's story, from the original comic book to the long

running 1970's television series, as well as focusing on the upcoming feature film. Discover the

secret of the Hulk's superhuman powers, the terrifying multiple personalities that manifest from deep

within Bruce Banner's tormented psyche, and much more.
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Grade 5 Up-A guide to the comic-book universe surrounding the big green guy. While the book

focuses on a number of characters, including the many villains in the Hulk world, it also covers in

less detail the history and origin of his character and various incarnations in the comics. The book is

designed for browsing and maximum visual interest. The illustrations all come from the DC comics

and include a few spreads of particularly spectacular images of the Hulk enraged. At times the text

reads like an afterthought. A constant reminder that this is really little more than a piece of a much

larger marketing scheme is the large number of characters with the ubiquitous symbol following their

names.Tim Wadham, Maricopa County Library District, Phoenix, AZCopyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business

Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Former editor in chief of Marvel Comics, Tom DeFalco has written about SpiderMan and other

characters for over twenty years. His books include DK's SpiderMan: The Ultimate Guide, as well as

Fantastic Four: Nobody Gets Out Alive and Thor: Alone Among the Celestials for Marvel.

as advertised...nice product.

This was a present for a friend and he loved it.

You wouldn't believe this man! But i have just received from  a large coffee table book that

chroincles fourty nine years of the entire saga on the legendary incredible hulk, who is more related

to the neanderthal than to frankenstein in appearance because of it,s low large brow ridges beneath

it's eyes and large wide powerful body which of course is essentially an icon in comics book lore

and history of mythology because of it's classical jeckyl and hyde styled-theme in dealing with a

splintered physique that has always been enduring for readers in an incredible historic overview of

the green goliath and will also forever live on in a updated information guide book from a big

marketing entertainment industry.

Tell all your friends about the real origins of your favorite green giant. The movies do not even come

close to showing the true struggles of the Hulk during his early years. If Hollywood is going to make

a movie about the Hulk, they should stick to the original script.

U could tell it had sat on the shelf, due to the discoloration of the edges, but other than that it was

like it was brand new.. All that mattered really is that my son absolutly loved it.....

I read this cover-to-cover after giving it to my 5 y/o (obsessed with the Incredible Hulk) and learned

a ton! Never having read the comics as a kid but watching the television program, this book

provides a great background on the green machine. These series are great - perhaps not as good

as the Complete X-Men but on par with Wonder Woman.

This is a good book, there's nothing wrong with it. It's very detailed on the hulk. This is something

that marvel fans, comic book fans and anyone would enjoy.

It has most everything and more than I knew to start with. Definitely worth having if you like the hulk
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